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Video: Covid-19 Criminality

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Ariel Noyola Rodriguez, June 07, 2021

Worldwide, people have been misled both by their governments and the media as to the
causes and devastating consequences of the Covid-19 “pandemic”. SARS-2 is upheld as the
“killer virus”.  And now the Covid vaccine is presented to public opinion as the “solution”,
which will allow us to resume a “normal life”.

Fakery and Covid Insanity: Must Mankind Bow to “False Gods”?

By Julian Rose, June 07, 2021

We are living in the land of fake-believe.  Nothing is as it seems in this virtual world invented
and monopolised by deceivers. A world in which warriors of truth are named ‘conspiracy
theorists’ and masters of the lie are named ‘upholders of the truth’. And all the while, a
largely hypnotized humanity bows down its head to this vainglorious game. This game of
thrones.

Wuhan Lab Upheld as Source of COVID-19: China as a Target. Corrupt Political Circus on
Behalf of Super-Rich

By Emanuel Pastreich, June 07, 2021

The commercial media is full of reports about the possibility that the COVID19 virus was
released  from  a  laboratory  in  Wuhan,  China  and  the  Republican  Party  is  using  this
unfounded accusation as a means to further its anti-China agenda.

CPSO to Ontario Doctors: “Shut Up or Lose Your Licence”

By Karen Selick, June 07, 2021
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CPSO commands Ontario’s doctors not to make any statements that might be considered
anti-vaccine, anti-masking, anti-distancing, or anti-lockdown. It  forbids them to promote
“unsupported, unproven” treatments for COVID-19. (Unproven by what standards? CPSO
doesn’t say.) Doctors are further forbidden to make comments that might encourage people
to act contrary to public health orders.

Video:  Indian  Bar  Association  Charges  WHO Chief  Scientist  with  Crimes  Connected  to
Suppressing Ivermectin

By Dipali Ojha and Kristina Borjesson, June 07, 2021

Dipali Ojha, head of the Indian Bar Association’s team that crafted the Legal Notice, details
the  alleged criminal  acts  in  which  the  World  Health  Organization’s  chief  scientist,  Dr.
Soumya Swaminathan engaged, some of which carry penalties up to life imprisonment or
death.

Video: Syrian Presidential Elections, 2021

By Mark Taliano, June 07, 2021

Watch this video presentation on the 2021 Syrian Presidential elections.

Why Is There Such Reluctance to Discuss Natural Immunity?

By Jon Sanders, June 07, 2021

If you’re among those of us who aren’t tribally invested in Covid politics but would like good
information about when life will resume as normal, chances are you’re interested in herd
immunity. You’re likely not interested in having to rely on the Internet Archive for good
information on herd immunity.

Biden-Moon Summit: A New Era of Washington-Seoul Alliance?

By Prof. Joseph H. Chung, June 07, 2021

President Moon Jae-in went to Washington with the invitation of President Joe Biden. The
summit  took  place  on  May  21st.  After  a  day  of  discussion  in  a  friendly  and  relaxed
environment,  the  two presidents  announced a  joint  statement  which  went  far  beyond
expectation of Koreans. In fact, it points to a new and much stronger Washington-Seoul
Alliance. Indeed, it could be the new charter of the bilateral alliance.
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Netanyahu’s Legacy of Hate Defines His Long Goodbye

By Richard Silverstein, June 07, 2021

On Wednesday, Benjamin Netanyahu was toppled from power after 12 consecutive years as
Israel’s prime minister. He served an earlier three-year term as well, making him the longest
serving leader in the country’s history.

How  USAID  Created  Nicaragua’s  Anti-Sandinista  Media  Apparatus,  now  Under  Money
Laundering Investigation

By Ben Norton, June 07, 2021

With tens of millions of dollars over years of work, CIA front USAID helped create and train
Nicaragua’s anti-Sandinista opposition. At the center of its operations is the elite Chamorro
Foundation, which stands accused of money laundering.

Were  “the  Elderly… Being  Killed  in  Hospitals,  Care  Homes,  and  Hospices”  During  the
Pandemic?

By Mike Whitney, June 07, 2021

Jacqui Deevoy is an investigative journalist who has interviewed over 50 whistleblowers who
believe their parents or partners were euthanized while in hospital. While I have no way to
verify their claims, Deevoy’s presentation of the evidence is compelling to say the least.

More Than 10,000 Vaccinated People Catch Covid-19, Leading Many to Question if Vaccines
Really Work

By Ramon Tomey, June 07, 2021

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) said it has recorded more than 10,000
cases of so-called breakthrough infections. These infections involve people who contract
COVID-19 at least 14 days after their final COVID-19 vaccine dose. The public health agency
still insisted that such instances are “relatively rare.”
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